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MASTER YOUR MANDATE:  
integrate next-generation leadership  
innovations into a unique context  
and bring a comprehensive, deliberate  
vision to your institution and career.

The mission of the new Academic Leadership Institute  

at Concordia University is to help define and promote  

innovative leadership across our sector. At a time when  

ideas and practices are in flux, the Institute seeks to 

anchor academic leadership in adaptability and resilience 

according to three principles:

• Academic leadership is an intellectual endeavour.

• Leadership is a moral enterprise.

• Good leadership is practical.

Our summer program is the cornerstone of our vision. 

The inaugural 4.5-day session is an intensive, immersive 

experience for senior academic leaders whose collective 

vision will define Canada’s higher education sector in  

the years ahead.

Join our inaugural cohort and help shape the future  

of academic leadership in Canada while enjoying the  

best of what Montreal has to offer.

LEADERSHIP BY DESIGN
The Academic Leadership Institute is guided by the principle  
that administrative service is as worthy of  our intellectual curiosity 
as any other academic practice. Our program reflects this by  
constituting applied research, serving not only as a training  
opportunity but a collective research endeavour.
• Blur the conventional boundaries between research and  
 administrative service.
• Developing methodology and interview protocols, driving  
 the development of  the Institute while carving out space 
 for reflection.

PHILOSOPHY MEETS PRACTICE
Our program is structured around four thematic cases co-taught 
by distinguished leaders from throughout the Canadian academy 
to facilitate actionable reflection.
• Managing talent
• Crisis communications
• Advancement
• Strategic planning

Reflecting the values of  academic inquiry, our rigorous,  
case-based program espouses the value of  deliberate, reflective 
action. Daily integrative sessions focus on resilience and  
executive presence to consolidate your growth and individual 
leadership development. The cases span a range of  conditions  
and form a cumulative, increasingly complex framework.

COLLABORATIVE LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
When academic leaders from institutions across Canada come 
together, we have the opportunity to reimagine our entire sector 
through collaborative exchange. This is why our inaugural 2019 
summer program aims for the best of  both individual and  
collective leadership development. As a leader at the decanal  
level or above, your expertise prepares you to leverage the  
experiences of  your peers and find the lessons in your own.

Schedule

 
    

July 2 – 6, 2019



Tues. July 2
Managing Talent

Wed. July 3
Communications

Thurs. July 4
Advancement

Fri. July 5
Strategic Planning

Sat. July 6
Methodology

A.M.

Welcome address Integrative session: Day I Integrative session: Day II 
 

Integrative session: Day III 

Methodology Project

Intro to methodology 
project

Resilience and 
Executive presence  
(Gillian Leithman)

Resilience and  
Executive presence  
(Gillian Leithman)

Resilience and  
Executive presence  
(Gillian Leithman)

Case prep:  
Managing Talent

Case prep:  
Strategic and Change  
Communications 
(Philippe Beauregard and 
Kristin Linklater)

Case III: Advancement  
( Jim Langley)

Case prep: Strategic 
Planning (Anne-Marie  
Croteau and Alastair
Summerlee)

P.M.

LUNCH

Case 1: Managing 
Talent (Lisa Philipps)

Case II:  
Crisis Communications 
(Philippe Beauregard and 
Kristin Linklater)

Peer-coaching

Case IV: Strategic 
Planning (Anne-Marie  
Croteau and Alastair
Summerlee)

Social activity: guided walk 
to dinner (optional)

Peer-coaching

SUPPER

PROGRAM SCHEDULE

PROGRAM FEE
Special introductory rate for inaugural cohort: $5,000
The fee includes all costs associated with the program and most meals.

CONTACT INFORMATION
Téo L. Blackburn, Manager, Academic Leadership and Inclusion
manager.ali@concordia.ca
514-848-2424 extension 7704
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